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Abstract 4 

The bond between Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) tendons and concrete depends on the resin 5 

mechanical properties that can degrade under environmental conditions. An analytical model to predict the 6 

combined effects of temperature and humidity fluctuations on the bond behaviour of CFRP tendons embedded 7 

in concrete is presented. The interaction between a CFRP tendon and concrete is studied by considering 8 

different competing mechanisms such as tendon swelling and plasticisation effects due to the concrete internal 9 

humidity, differential thermal expansion, concrete autogeneous shrinkage, Poisson’s ratio effects and radial 10 

bond stresses generated during the pulling out of a tendon from concrete. The analytical bond failure predictions 11 

correlate reasonably well with experimentally observed radial-cracking failure modes of CFRP tendons in high 12 

strength concrete. Matrix plasticisation appears to influence the long-term bond strength of FRP rods in normal 13 

or high strength concrete.  Swelling and shrinkage effects become significant in uncoated tendons due to their 14 

impact on the frictional bond component. Deviations between measured and predicted bond strength values are 15 

attributed to a possible overestimate of the moisture-induced swelling expansion of CFRP tendons. The research 16 

findings suggest the introduction of environmental bond factors to consider durability effects in the design of 17 

FRP prestressed concrete structures.   18 
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1 Introduction 21 

The U.S Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) concluded that steel corrosion is prevalent in every U.S. 22 

industry sector including infrastructure and transportation. The associated repair and maintenance costs were 23 

estimated to be billions of dollars per year [1].  The impact of related social factors including traffic disruption 24 

give rise to even greater economic ramifications.  25 

The use of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) tendons in humid environments presents a good 26 

alternative to steel tendons due to the corrosion-free properties of CFRP materials. CFRP prestress tendons have 27 

already been used in a range of structural concrete applications including bridges e.g. Beddington Trail Bridge 28 

[2] and prestressed lighting poles [3]. Design guidelines have been proposed in the USA [4], in Canada [5], in 29 

Japan [6] and by the International Federation for Structural Concrete [7,8].  30 

Prestressed concrete applications are advantageous since the tensile strength and strain capacity of the CFRP 31 

materials are more fully exploited [9] and the deflections of the structural members can remain within the 32 

serviceability criteria. In pretensioned applications, the prestress force is transferred to the concrete through the 33 

bond between the CFRP tendons and concrete. The bond performance of CFRP tendons depends on their matrix 34 

component where most failure modes lie. FRPs are susceptible to moisture uptake due to the porous structure of 35 

the matrix and this leads to potential swelling expansion and a decrease in the matrix mechanical properties.  36 

The alkalinity, internal humidity, permeability and cracking of surrounding concrete will influence the tendon 37 

moisture absorption [10, 11, 12].  The FRP and concrete contact behaviours are inter-dependent and hence the 38 

outcomes for FRP tendons embedded in high strength concrete (HSC) will differ from normal strength concrete 39 

(NSC) due to inherent differences primarily in permeability, shrinkage and tensile strength.    40 

Current studies on the bond durability of CFRP tendons have investigated environmental effects either 41 

separately (e.g. thermal loads in [13]) or used FE models [14]. The current analytical study investigates the 42 

combined effects of exposure to humidity and temperature fluctuations on the bond strength and failure modes 43 

of  CFRP tendons embedded in concrete. Normal and high strength concrete are considered to provide 44 

indicators such as the role of the concrete in the resistance to internal cracking, shrinkage and moisture 45 

availability around a tendon.  FRP expansion/contraction from environmental and loading effects, matrix 46 

degradation due to exposure in concrete internal humidity and a sand coverage component (mechanical 47 

interlocking effect) are also reflected. The analytical findings are compared with experimental results of pull-out 48 

test samples with either FRP rods or tendons exposed to water.  49 
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2 Radial dimensional influences  due to environmental and loading effects 50 
 51 

The bond pull-out behaviour of CFRP tendons in high strength concrete specimens exposed to temperature or 52 

moisture is influenced by competing radial dimensional effects at the FRP/concrete interface. In the following, 53 

thermal, moisture-induced swelling, concrete shrinkage, and tensile loading transverse effects are discussed. 54 

 55 

The maximum uniform temperature of a concrete bridge deck can be up to 50°C [15], whereas the surface 56 

concrete temperature of a CFRP prestressed concrete pole exposed to sun has been measured to be as high as 57 

60°C [16]. The longitudinal coefficient of thermal expansion of carbon-epoxy composites is controlled by the 58 

fibers and is regularly cited as being negative [17] or zero.  So it is generally considered to be negligible. 59 

However, the transverse coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of CFRP tendons can be up to 3-6 times greater 60 

than that of concrete [18]. Concrete cracking and spalling due to a 30°C rise in temperature has been reported 61 

[13] in GFRP reinforced concrete due to the thermal expansion of a GFRP rebar (D=13 mm) with a high 62 

transverse coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of 58 με/°C. For temperature rises above the glass transition 63 

Tg of the epoxy in CFRP bars, plasticisation of the matrix and bond strength degradation take place [19]. 64 

 65 

Bare CFRP tendons have been found to swell in diameter when subjected to water [20] but the moisture 66 

availability at the bond interfaces is affected by the concrete permeability or cracking. The effects of swelling 67 

expansion of FRP bars exposed in a concrete humid environment on the bond strength and bond failure modes 68 

are difficult to isolate. Sen et al. [14] suggested that localised swelling due to moisture absorption at cracks 69 

resulted in bond failures of CFRP pretensioned beams tested in flexure (4-point loading) after 9 months of 70 

exposure of pre-cracked beams at 63-75% of their ultimate capacity in simulated tidal conditions. However, 71 

bond failures were not observed at longer exposure times and this was attributed to non-Fickian diffusion 72 

mechanisms from microcracking of the epoxy matrix and fiber-matrix debonding. The presence of epoxy 73 

cracking created paths of moisture subsidence within the CFRP. GFRP bars have been found to exhibit a 74 

smaller bond strength degradation at 60°C as compared with a similar exposure regime at 23°C when pull out 75 

test specimens were exposed in tap water.  This was attributed to a greater moisture absorption at higher 76 

temperature such that the swelling improved the mechanical interlocking and frictional bond component [21]. 77 

  78 

A beneficial effect of concrete shrinkage on the bond performance in high strength concrete has been reported in 79 

studies on steel or FRP bars (22, 23).  However, the shrinkage restraining effect in FRP bars is lower than with 80 
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steel due to the lower transverse elastic Young’s modulus [24]. Sayed et al. [23] argued that the shrinkage effect 81 

is not as pronounced in CFRP bars tested in bond after 3 and 90 days in ultra high performance fibre reinforced 82 

concrete (fc at 3days=120 MPa). This was believed to be due to high early age concrete autogeneous shrinkage 83 

taking place mostly after 0-3 days. 84 

CFRP tendons are susceptible to a strain change in the transverse direction when loaded in tension (Poisson’s 85 

ratio effect) due to their anisotropic behaviour and lower longitudinal elastic Young’s modulus. During pulling 86 

out of a CFRP tendon in tension, there can be a non-uniform stress distribution through the cross-section due to 87 

the lower shear stiffness of the external resin rich surface layer compared with the fiber-matrix shear stiffness of 88 

the core tendon. This results in higher strain values at the interface between concrete and CFRP tendons and 89 

higher axial stresses and interfacial bond stresses (Figure 1a) [25]. 90 

Bond forces between the CFRP tendon and concrete develop at an angle α from the tendon axis as shown in 91 

Figure 1b. The radial component of the bond forces (splitting forces) can be considered as a pressure acting on a 92 

thick-walled concrete ring. Tepfers [26] proposed three bond scenarios. In the elastic uncracked phase (Figure 93 

1c) the tangential stresses are calculated based on an elastic thick walled cylinder analysis. In the partly-cracked 94 

elastic phase (Figure 1d) radial cracks have developed but do not extend to the concrete surface.  In the plastic 95 

stage (Figure 1e) a bond failure occurs when the concrete tensile strength has been reached throughout the 96 

concrete ring. The latter scenario is more likely with low concrete strengths and small concrete covers [26]. 97 

 98 

 99 
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Figure 1:(a) Non uniform axial stress distribution in an FRP bar in tension (after [25]), (b) Bond radial stress 100 

component (after [54]) and tensile stress distribution in (c) elastic uncracked stage, (d) partly cracked elastic 101 

stage (e) plastic stage (after [54]). 102 

 103 

2.1 Thick-walled cylinder analysis  104 
In this study a thick-walled cylinder approach is adopted to model the environmental and loading conditions at 105 

the FRP/concrete interface. Swelling and thermal effects and concrete autogeneous shrinkage are superposed to 106 

model an unloaded immersion phase and ascertain whether radial cracking occurs. A pull-out testing phase 107 

where additional Poisson’s ratio effects and bond radial stresses then follows as shown schematically in Figure 108 

2a.   109 

 110 
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Figure 2:  Schematic representation of bond interaction phenomena (a) (i) Unloaded conditions and (ii) Loaded 111 

conditions and (b) Diagram of bond interactions. 112 

 113 
To better understand the role of the concrete in terms of permeability, internal humidity, strength and 114 

differences in concrete radial cracking, high strength concrete (HSC) and normal strength concrete (NSC) 115 

results are used to validate the predictions.  The different physical phenomena studied and their effect on the 116 

concrete and CFRP tendon properties and their interface are summarized in the diagram in Figure 2b. 117 

In the two dimensional thick walled cylinder analysis (please see [27] for further details) the internal pressure at 118 

the interface between the CFRP tendon and the concrete generated from any differential deformation between 119 

the two materials is defined as pk . The solid CFRP tendon has an outer radius ro and is surrounded by a concrete 120 

annulus with internal radius ro and external radius r1.   To calculate the pressure pk associated with each of the 121 

phenomena of interest, it is necessary to satisfy radial deformation compatibility between the CFRP tendon and 122 

concrete.  In the elastic uncracked stage (EU) of a thick walled analysis, the radial deformation of a CFRP 123 

tendon subjected to an external pressure pk is given by:  124 

Δrt=
rop

k

ET_FRP

(1 − νT_FRP) 

 
 

 

   

          (1) 

 

 

 

 

 

where rt is the radial change of the tendon, ET_FRP is the transverse Young’s modulus of the CFRP tendon and 125 

νT_FRP is the transverse Poisson’s ratio of the CFRP tendon.   126 

Following the same thick walled analysis, the change in radius of a concrete annulus, rc, can be derived: 127 

Δrc=
rop

k

Ec

(
r1

2+ro
2

r1
2 − ro

2
+vc) 

 
 

 

(2) 

 

 

 

 

where Ec is the Young’s modulus of the concrete and vc is the Poisson’s ratio of the concrete. 128 

In the partly-cracked elastic stage (PC) the formation of cracks up to a critical radius rcr=0.48r1 [28] leads to the 129 

following equation for the change in radius of the cracked concrete ring at the vicinity of the tendon (ro < r  130 

rcr). 131 

Δrc,cr=
rop

k

Ec,cr

ln(
rcr

ro

)   (3) 

where Ec,cr ≈ Ec/2 is the assumed Young’s modulus of the cracked concrete. Equation 3 is valid until 132 

pk=0.30fctr1/ro where full cracking of the concrete cover takes place [28]. Due to the exceedance of the tensile 133 

concrete strength the hoop stresses are assumed to be zero in the cracked region.  134 
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 135 

2.2 Deformation compatibility and matrix softening  136 
The pressure, pk, due to the restricted expansion or contraction at the tendon/concrete interface associated with 137 

each of the radial deformation influences needs to be calculated.  This pressure is derived from the deformation 138 

compatibility equations from an unrestricted free radial deformation, Δrk, as shown in Figure 3. A ‘k’ subscript 139 

is used to denote each influence where k=swell for swelling effects from the moisture uptake in the CFRP 140 

tendon, k=sh for the concrete autogenous/drying shrinkage, k=ΔT for temperature effects, k=poisson reflects the 141 

transverse Poisson’s ratio effects during pulling out and k=bond indicates the bond bearing stresses.  A negative 142 

tendon pressure (e.g. due to thermal expansion) leads to positive tensile concrete hoop stresses, σθc.  The 143 

physical phenomenon and relevant analytical expressions adopted here are discussed in the following.  A 144 

particular contribution in the current work is that moisture effects are explicitly taken into account through 145 

consideration of the availability of moisture due to the concrete internal humidity, the initial moisture content in 146 

the tendon, any ingress of moisture from external exposed concrete faces, and the subsequent diffusion through 147 

the tendon.   This understanding allows for moisture-induced swelling of the tendon and matrix softening effects 148 

to be quantified. 149 

 150 

Figure 3:  Radial deformations and compatibility conditions 151 

 152 
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2.2.1 Concrete Internal Humidity  153 
After casting, the concrete internal humidity changes. In high strength concrete, a decrease in the internal 154 

humidity (H) in the central concrete core surrounding an embedded CFRP tendon takes place as hydration 155 

proceeds with time and moisture movement becomes limited due to the inherent low permeability. In normal 156 

strength concrete, the water surplus due to the high water/cement ratios (usually for w/c > 0.38 where capillary 157 

pores start to develop [29]) results in high internal relative humidity levels above 95%. For immersed concrete 158 

specimens with CFRP reinforcement water ingress through the concrete can take place leading to radial 159 

moisture diffusion through the tendon.  160 

The concrete internal humidity has been modelled and experimentally verified by Zhang et al. [30] for normal 161 

(C30) and high strength (C80) concrete based on Fick’s laws. Assuming a constant concrete diffusion 162 

coefficient, Dc, independent of the pore humidity, the following equation is derived for one-dimensional 163 

diffusion in the x- axis.  164 

H − Hs

Hd − HS

=erf( x
2√Dct

⁄ ) 
(4) 

where x is the coordinate with respect to the external exposed concrete face, H is the concrete internal humidity, 165 

Hs= {
1                                  for  α≤αc

(H
s,u

− 1) (
α-αc

αu-αc
)

β

+1      for α>αc

  is the concrete humidity from self-desiccation due to hydration, Hs,u is 166 

the concrete humidity from self-desiccation at the ultimate degree of hydration, αu=
1.031w/c

0.194+w/c
 is the ultimate 167 

degree of hydration as a function of water/cement ratio (w/c), α=αuexp [− (
A

t
)

B

] is the degree of cement 168 

hydration, αc is the critical hydration at curing time tc, when the concrete humidity starts to decrease from 100%, 169 

A, B and β are empirical constants and Hd is the environmental humidity. Under wet curing conditions or full 170 

immersion in water Hd =1.0 and when air curing or exposure to ambient conditions takes place Hd =RH/100. 171 

The diffusion coefficient Dc can be calculated using the concrete sorptivity, S. When an external concrete face is 172 

exposed to water and a constant diffusivity is assumed, the relationship between the sorptivity S and Dc is 173 

derived [31] as:  174 

S √Dc = 2 √π = 1.128⁄⁄                   (5) 

 

 

Sorptivity values are typically determined experimentally using methods such as ASTM C1585 [32] where one 175 

face of a preconditioned concrete specimen is exposed to water and the mass uptake with time is measured. 176 

Equation 4 can be solved numerically by subdividing the concrete section in segments of width h=1 mm and the 177 

humidity of each node Hi(t) at each time step Δt is calculated as: 178 
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Hi(t+Δt)=Hi(t)+
DcΔt

h
2

(Hi-1(t) − 2Hi(t)+Hi+1(t))+(Hs(t) − H𝑠(t+Δt)) 
(6) 

The humidity of the first concrete surface node, i=1, exposed to the environment as proposed by Zhang et al. 179 

[30]  is  180 

H1(t)=
hHd+(Dc/αm)H2(t − 1)

h + Dc αm⁄
 

(7) 

where αm is a surface factor that influences the transportation of water on the surface layer. 181 

In our model the humidity of the last node n at the FRP/concrete interface will affect the moisture content within 182 

the CFRP and thus the bond mechanism through swelling. 183 

2.2.2 Time-dependent radial diffusion through CFRP tendon 184 
Prior to casting, a bare CFRP tendon will have an internal moisture profile that is a function of the storage 185 

environment and history. In the current work the initial concentration C(r) from the ambient storage conditions 186 

will be taken to be a constant, C1, through the tendon cross section. Hence C(r)=C1   at 0≤r<ro  and t=0. An 187 

initial moisture content can be represented as an offset: 188 

C1=
Minit

Msat

 

 

(8) 

 

 

 

where Minit is the initial moisture content and Msat is the mass at the saturation point of a previously desiccated 189 

CFRP tendon.   190 

After casting in concrete and immersion in water, the moisture concentration at the CFRP/concrete boundary 191 

and thus radially through the tendon is expected to vary with time due to any wetting or drying. Any 192 

longitudinal diffusion into the CFRP tendons through an exposed end immersed in water (e.g. in a pull out test 193 

specimen immersed in water) is expected to be limited due to the high fibre volume content [33] and will 194 

therefore not be considered further in the analysis. 195 

A time-varying input C(r)=Hrc(t) at r= ro and t≥0 is adopted, where Hrc is the humidity profile of the concrete 196 

node n at the reinforcement/concrete interface

 

that depends on the moisture availability in the concrete. A 197 

schematic representation is shown in Figure 6a. 198 

Crank [31] has proposed a closed form expression to calculate the time-dependent concentration profile through 199 

a cylindrical rod subjected to a varying surface concentration, C(ro)= Hrc(t). However, the resulting analytical 200 

solution is complex. Instead an incremental numerical method based on Crank’s expressions [31] for a rod with 201 

a constant external concentration is adopted in the current work. Two concurrent boundary conditions are 202 

applied. Full saturation conditions at the tendon surface corresponding to concrete casting are initially imposed. 203 
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There is then a step-by-step decrease in the surface humidity concentration with curing time. The steps can be 204 

summarised as: 205 

1) Calculate the moisture concentration gradient in the tendon by assuming full saturation at the boundary 206 

C(ro,t)=Cco=1 for a given time to. 207 

2) Calculate the surface moisture concentration C(ro,to)=Hrc(to) at the outer radius r=ro due to the drop in 208 

internal concrete humidity over curing time to.  209 

3) Calculate an average time-step decrease in surface concentration after curing time to,  210 

dC(ro,to)=(Cco - C(ro,to))/to at r= ro 211 

4) The concentration gradient along the CFRP radius within the tendon is then given as: 212 

  C(r,to)=C1+(Cco − C1) {1 −
2

ro

∑
1

αn

Jo(rαn)

J1(roαn)

∞

n=1

e−D22αn
2to}

− ∑ (
Cco − C(ro,to)

to
) {1 −

2

ro

∑
1

αn

Jo(rαn)

J1(roαn)

∞

n=1

e−D22αn
2t}

t=to

t=1

 

 

 

  

 

            (9) 

 

 

 

where to is the concrete curing/exposure time of the CFRP tendon in a concrete humid environment, D22 is the 213 

tendon diffusion coefficient, αn are the roots of the Bessel function Jo(roαn)=0, ro is the radius of the CFRP 214 

tendon, C1 the initial constant moisture concentration in the tendon. A gradual change with exposure time takes 215 

place. For example, assuming a time step of 1 day, a step decrease in the surface concentration dC(ro,to) will act 216 

over an exposure period [0,1] day, the second will act over [0,2] days until the final step decrease from [0,to] 217 

days where an equilibrium surface concentration C(ro,to) is reached. Using this superposition method there is 218 

moisture movement between the tendon surface and the centre of the CFRP tendon as the tendon surface 219 

concentration changes with exposure time. The time dependent concentration at the outer radius of the CFRP 220 

tendon (r=ro) is assumed to act uniformly over the perimeter and length of the CFRP tendon. The mass uptake 221 

Mto at a given time to, is derived by integrating the concentration gradient C(r,to) over the circular cross-section. 222 

2.2.3 Tendon swelling  223 
Once the mass uptake is known, a relationship between the swelling expansion strain in CFRP tendons and the 224 

moisture uptake can be applied. Based on experimental data derived for bare CFRP tendons immersed in 225 

deionised water at 20°C, Scott and Lees [20] proposed that:  226 

εt,swell(%)=0.363Mt(%) + 0.0073 (10) 

 

 

Although the relationship was developed from full immersion conditions in water, as a simplification, it will be 227 
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assumed to also apply irrespective of the different nature of the concrete humid environment. 228 

2.2.4 Matrix softening 229 

In addition to swelling effects, moisture absorption in CFRP tendons can cause matrix plasticisation and 230 

degradation. To account for the matrix softening in the transverse Young’s modulus (matrix dominated 231 

property) the following relationship was adopted as a function of the moisture concentration within the CFRP 232 

tendon. 233 

ET,i(t)=Esat+(1 − Cavi(t))(ETo − Esat) (11) 

where ET,i(t) is the transverse Young’s modulus after exposure time t in a discretised ring i in the rod’s section, 234 

Esat is the transverse Young’s modulus at the saturation point, ETo is the dry transverse Young’s modulus and 235 

Cavi is average moisture concentration of a discretised ring i in the rod’s cross section. Equation 11 is based on 236 

an analytical model for the torsional shear modulus degradation (matrix dominated property) in CFRP tendons 237 

after full immersion in water in [10]. The equivalent average transverse Young’s modulus of the tendon is 238 

calculated based on a strain compatibility approach between adjacent discretised rings of ET,i. The change in 239 

radius of the last discretised ring at the perimeter of the rod, as derived from the self-stress state of the 240 

discretised section, is equal to the relevant radius’ change of a tendon with an average plasticised transverse 241 

Young’s modulus ETeq. Therefore, concrete tensile stresses generated by the swelling of an FRP rod are reduced 242 

due to the plasticisation phenomena in ET leading to a more accurate prediction of concrete cracking and 243 

interfacial pressure pk. 244 

  2.2.5 Concrete shrinkage 245 
In a low permeability high strength concrete, autogeneous shrinkage is expected to occur due to withdrawal of 246 

water from the capillary pores during hydration even when concrete is exposed in water. In normal strength 247 

concrete, autogeneous shrinkage is more limited due to the higher pore network structure and greater number of 248 

available paths for moisture from the external environment to penetrate in. The autogenous shrinkage csh(t) as a 249 

function of time can be calculated using the Eurocode 2 [34] expression:  250 

 
εcsh(t)=β

ash
(t)εcsh,inf (12) 

 
where εcsh,inf  is a function of the concrete characteristic cylinder strength at 28 days 2.5(fck,cyl −10)10-6 and βash(t) 251 

is a coefficient that depends on the age of the concrete t where β
ash

(t)=1 − exp( − 0.2t0.5). The equation for 252 

drying shrinkage cd(t) based on Eurocode 2 [34] is:  253 
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εcd(t)=β

ds
(t,ts)khεcd,0 (13) 

 
where kh=1.0 is a coefficient that depends on the notional size ho=2Ac/u in mm,                                    254 

β
ds

(t,ts)= (t − ts) ((t − ts)+0.04√ho
3
)⁄  , where t age of concrete at the time considered in days and ts is the age of 255 

concrete at the beginning of drying shrinkage. Note that Eurocode 2 [34] suggests that the final unrestrained 256 

drying shrinkage or swelling expansion is negligible at RH=100% for normal strength concrete (CEM class N) 257 

irrespective of the value of concrete strength. 258 

2.2.6 Temperature 259 
The thermal unrestricted strain at the tendon/concrete interface due to an elevation of temperature can be 260 

calculated as:  261 

εΔΤ=(𝛼t − 𝛼c)ΔΤ
 
 (14) 

where αt and αc are the coefficient of thermal expansions of the tendon and concrete respectively and ΔT is a 262 

rise in temperature in C. 263 

2.2.7 Poisson’s ratio effect 264 
Assuming pure axial loading on a tendon, the change in radial strain due to the Poisson’s ratio effect is: 265 

εpoisson=νT_FRP

σL

EL_FRP

 (15) 

where vT_FRP is the Poisson’s ratio of the CFRP tendon, σL is the axial tension and EL_FRP is the longitudinal 266 

Young’s modulus of the CFRP tendon. When an external sand coating layer is present, tensile stresses at the 267 

interface between the sand coating layer and the core tendon may develop due to chemical adhesion between 268 

sand particles and concrete.   269 

2.2.8 Radial bond component and bond strength degradation 270 
During the pull out of a CFRP tendon from the concrete, bearing stresses develop in the concrete at an angle α 271 

with respect to the FRP tendon axis (Figure 4). These bearing stresses (Figure 4b & 4d) are decomposed into a 272 

longitudinal component p′cosα that represents the bond shear stresses and p′sinα is a radial component that 273 

represents the splitting bond stresses (Figure 4c) and pbond=τ tanα = pk. The angle α depends on the surface 274 

profile of the FRP tendon. Experimental results for sand coated GFRP bars have shown that an angle of α=30° 275 

can be adopted [26].   In the case of smooth tendons, no bearing stresses are expected to develop and therefore 276 

α=0.  Although the axial bond component might vary due to relative slip between the tendon and the concrete, 277 

in the current work the bond stress is assumed to be constant along the bonded length. 278 
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 279 

Figure 4: (a) Poisson’s ratio effects, (b) Bearing stresses in a sand coated CFRP tendon, (c) Radial splitting 280 

stresses-section a-a and (d) Radial and shear bond stresses-section b-b. 281 

 282 

The bond strength loss due to matrix softening due to moisture exposure is modelled by adapting a torsional 283 

shear modulus degradation model proposed in [10]. 284 

τpl(t)=τsat+
∑ (1-Cavi)Ii

n
i=1

I
(το-τsat)  (16) 

where τpl(t) is the bond strength after exposure time t, τsat is the bond strength at the saturation point, το is the 285 

reference bond strength (theoretical dry value) and Ii is the second moment of area of a discretized ring in the 286 

rod section and I is the second moment of area of the rod. In Equation 16 the second moment of area is adopted 287 

in lieu of the polar second moment of area originally considered in [10]. The former is considered as more 288 

representative of the shear lag effect in the bond performance of FRP rods (non-uniform axial stress 289 

distribution). 290 

3 Analytical bond durability model  291 

3.1 Validation of bond failure modes 292 
Most existing studies on the assessment of FRP bond strength after exposure in environmental conditions report 293 

the overall average bond failure mechanism.  However, it is difficult to isolate whether any internal cracking at 294 

the tendon concrete interface occurred due to moisture exposure and/or bond pull-out.  An exception was 295 

Toumpanaki et al.’s [35] microscopic observations of radial cracking over time of CFRP tendons embedded in 296 
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high strength concrete and exposed to wet environments at 23°C or 40°C.  Three types of CFRP tendons with 297 

different diffusion and thermal expansion properties were studied allowing for these parameters to be 298 

investigated.  The influence of wet or dry curing, exposure time and temperature can also be probed as both 299 

conditions were represented in the experimental work. The associated experimental concrete and tendon 300 

properties and processing and exposure conditions [35] were therefore used as input parameters in the analytical 301 

model to validate the failure modes. However, since only high strength concrete was used in [35], predictions 302 

are also made for FRP rods embedded in normal strength concrete using further studies available in the 303 

literature. This enabled a comparison of the effect of different concrete grades (HSC vs NSC) on the bond 304 

durability performance of FRP specimens. 305 

3.1.1 Input parameters 306 

3.1.1.1 FRP specimen properties 307 
The material and mechanical properties of the CFRP tendons are summarized in Table 1.  The initial tendon 308 

moisture content was fixed as Minit= 0.5% as derived from the drying of lab conditioned samples from groups C-309 

UN and D. These values lead to a constant initial concentration gradient of C1=0.24 and 0.37 for the C-UN and 310 

C-SL and D tendons respectively. However it should be noted that the assumptions for the Msat values might 311 

deviate due to the presence of an external resin rich sand coating layer in the sand coated tendons but the same 312 

epoxy material as in the core tendon is used.  313 

Table 1. Tendon properties 314 

  CFRP  

Parameter C-UN C-SL D 

Initial condition 
Uncoated 

Originally sand 

coated 

Originally sand 

coated 

Matrix/Epoxy Hardener 
Bakelite EPR 

4434/EPH 943 

Bakelite Rutapox 

4539/ 

Bakelite EPR 

4434/EPH 943 

Fibres Tenax UTS 5631 Tenax UTS 5131 Tenax UTS 5631 

Nominal core tendon diameter 

(mm) 
4.2 4.2 5.4 

Quartz sand coating-Grain size 

(mm) 
- 0.4-0.63 0.4-0.63 

Volume fraction 0.64 0.63 0.64 

Ultimate tensile strength-average 

(MPa) 
1913(1) 2733 (1) 1913 (1) 

Longitudinal Elastic modulus – 

EL (GPa) 
No data 163 155.7 

Transverse Young’s modulus – 

ET (GPa) 
6.161 6.161 6.161 

Poisson’s ratio – νT 
0.27(2) 0.27(2) 0.27(2) 

Coefficient of thermal expansion 

(CTE) – αT (με/°C) 
26.5(2) 32.5(1) 26.5(2) 
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 315 
Note 1: (1) from [36] , (2) from [37] (3) from [33] 316 
Note 2: Differences in the ultimate tensile strength between C-SL and D and C-UN groups might be attributed 317 
to the tensile testing (e.g. gripping effects) and not necessarily to the epoxy and fibre component. 318 
 319 
 320 

3.1.1.2 Concrete mechanical properties 321 
Wet cured and air cured high performance concrete batches with a low w/c ratio (w/c=0.3) were used in [35]. 322 

The mix proportions of the batches were the same but there was some variation in the amount of plasticiser and 323 

the extent of vibration during casting. The measured concrete cube strengths varied from fcm,cube =55.9 ± 2.6 324 

MPa  after immersion in a water tank at 23°C for 7 days to fcm,cube =75.4 ± 1.1 MPa after 14 days of air curing by 325 

sealing with plastic sheeting at 19.7 ± 1.1°C and RH= 52 ± 6.7%.    326 

In absence of experimental data, the strength of the C25/30 NSC was selected to be 25 MPa regardless of the 327 

curing conditions. The associated mean tensile concrete strengths were analytically calculated based on 328 

Eurocode 2 [34]. The supporting references used to calculate the concrete Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and 329 

coefficient of thermal expansion are summarised in Table 2.  The mixes are designated as W, A and A/W for 330 

wet, air and air/wet curing conditions accordingly. 331 

3.1.1.3 Pull out test specimens 332 
A concrete ring of r1= 50 mm is based on a pull out test specimen 100 × 100 × 100 mm with a 40 mm bonded 333 

length [35]. The internal tendon radius, ro, varied according to the type of CFRP tendon. After casting, the 334 

CFRP/concrete specimens were exposed over time in water for up to 72 weeks at either 23°C or 40°C.  Control 335 

specimens were tested after either wet curing for 7 days (groups C-UN and C-SL) or air curing at 19.7 ± 1.1°C 336 

and RH= 52 ± 6.7% (group D) for 14 days. 337 

3.1.1.4 Concrete shrinkage 338 
Drying shrinkage effects were neglected for fully immersed HSC concrete samples. Drying shrinkage was, 339 

however, calculated in HSC-A/W concrete where samples had been initially air cured for 14 days (69 μm). The 340 

age at the onset of drying shrinkage ts was taken as 1 day. The nominal unrestrained concrete drying shrinkage, 341 

εcd,0, in HSC-A/W was derived using a linear interpolation from Table 3.2 in Eurocode 2 [34] for RH=52% and 342 

C90/105. The same principles and RH assumptions were used to calculate εcd,0 in NSC-A. Any accelerated 343 

concrete ageing mechanisms in HSC for samples exposed in water at 40°C were not considered. In the 344 

Diffusion coefficient – D22 

(cm2/sec) 
1.92×10-10 (3) 1.46×10-10  1.46×10-10 (3) 

Mass uptake at saturation – Msat 

(%) 
2.10 (3) 1.36 1.36 (3) 
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calculation of the shrinkage strain the actual exposure time at 40°C, t, and the respective concrete strength 345 

(fck,cyl=0.85 fcm,cube-1.64STDV where STDV is the standard deviation) are taken into account in Equation 12 and 346 

13.  347 

 348 

Table 2: Concrete Properties 349 
 

Parameter 

 

  NSC   HSC 

W A W A/W 

fck,cyl (MPa)  25.00 3,4 25.00 3,4 68.00 3,5 75.00 3,5 

fctu (MPa)  2.606 2.606 4.106 4.306 

Ec (GPa) 314 314 394 394 

νc
7 0.185 0.185 0.185 0.185 

w/c  0.54 0.54 0.30 1 0.31 1 

Exposure 

regime 

Wet 

curing 

Air curing Immersion in a water 

bath at 23/40°C 1  

Air curing by sealing 

with plastic sheeting 

at 19.7  1.1°C and 

RH=52  6.7% (14 

days) followed by 

immersion in water 

bath at 23/40°C1 

εcd,0 (x10-6)6 0 510 0 230 

εcsh,inf   (x10-6)6 37.5 37.5 144.5 162.4 

Hs,u 
2 0.95 0.95 0.45 0.45 

tc (days) 2 7.0 7.0 3.0 3.0 

αm (cm/day) 2 3.00 3.00 4.70 4.70 

A 2 19.73 19.73 13.00 13.00 

B 2 0.68 0.68 0.80 

 

0.80 

β2 1.50 1.50 1.80 1.80 

Dci (mm2/s) 1.26x10-05 1.26x10-05 4.44x10-07 4.44x10-07 

Dcs (mm2/s) 3.14x10-06 3.14x10-06 1.26x10-07 1.26x10-07 

 350 
Note: 1from [35], 2from [30], 3 values after 28 days of curing, 4 from [34], 5  fck,cyl=0.85fcm,cube-1.64STDV, 351 
6 f

ctu
=2.12ln(1+ f

cm
10⁄ )  for HSC and  f

ctu
=0.30f

ck,cyl

2/3
 for NSC according to EC2 [34], where fcm is the mean 352 

compressive cylinder strength = 0.85fcm,cube [38] and fck,cyl is the characteristic compressive cylinder strength, 7 353 
from [38]. 354 
 355 
 356 

3.1.1.5 Concrete sorptivity 357 
Water absorption tests according to ASTM C1585 [32] were carried out in HSC-W after 7 days of initial wet 358 

curing.  The initial and secondary sorptivity values, the curing age, the curing conditions and the respective 359 

concrete strengths are summarised in Table 3. The resulting initial and secondary sorptivities for a concrete 360 
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batch cured after 7 days at 23 °C are 0.0012 and 0.0004 mm/s1/2 respectively. The secondary sorptivity Ss 361 

decreases with increasing curing age and temperature. Similar secondary sorptivity values in the range of 362 

0.0003-0.0008 mm/s1/2 have been reported elsewhere [39] for concrete with ordinary Portland cement and a low 363 

w/c ratio of 0.35, air cured for 28 days and conditioned at 80% RH for 14 months. The concrete diffusion 364 

coefficient calculated using Equation 5 and based on the secondary sorptivity after 7 days is Dc=1.26×10-07 365 

mm2/sec.   366 

Table 3. Sorptivity values from water absorption tests for HSC-W mix 367 

Specimen 

Curing  

temperature 

(°C) 

Curing 

age 

(days) 

Primary  

sorptivity Si 

[mm/s1/2] 

Secondary 

sorptivity Ss 

[mm/s1/2] 

Concrete 

strength  

fcu (MPa) 

PE_23_1 23   7 0.0012 0.0004   55.9 

PE_23_2 23 28 0.0006 0.0003   87.2 

PE_23_3 23 70 0.0009   0.00015   99.2 

PE_40_1 40 28   0.00045 0.0003 102.9 

PE_40_2 40 70   0.00075   0.00004   98.9 

 368 
Note: PE_a_b: a denotes the curing temperature of 23 or 40°C and b denotes the specimen identification. 369 

 370 

In normal strength concrete the sorptivity values are typically much higher than in HSC. Initial and secondary 371 

sorptivity values of 0.004 and 0.002 mm/s1/2 respectively have been reported in [39] in normal concrete with 372 

w/c=0.4-0.5 after conditioning at RH=65% and 23°C for 14 months. This corresponds to initial and secondary 373 

concrete diffusion rates of Dc=1.26×10-05 mm2/sec and Dc=3.14×10-06 mm2/sec respectively and these values are 374 

adopted here for NSC. 375 

 376 

3.1.1.6 Concrete Internal Humidity 377 
Based on equation 6, the concrete humidity in the vicinity of the CFRP bonded region was predicted as a 378 

function of time for both normal and high strength concrete. All the empirical constants and assumptions of the 379 

model are summarised in Table 2. Any initial differences in the curing regime (e.g. air/wet curing) were also 380 

accounted for the environmental humidity, Hd. The humidity profiles with respect to the x-coordinate from the 381 

exposed concrete face (x=0) to the rod/concrete interface (x=50-ro) are depicted in Figure 5a for both NSC and 382 

HSC and for the specified curing regimes after 14 and 548 days (1.5 years). It can be seen that the curing regime 383 

(wet vs air curing) has a negligible effect on the concrete internal humidity distribution in HSC. The differences 384 

in the concrete internal humidity gradient are more pronounced in NSC with increasing curing time. Even after 385 

1.5 years of full immersion in water the concrete internal humidity at the CFRP/concrete interface is greater than 386 

0.91 and 0.45 for NSC and HSC respectively irrespective of the curing regime. Figure 5b shows the humidity 387 
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distributions, Hrc, with increasing curing time at the vicinity of the CFRP bonded region (x=47.3 mm) for all 388 

concrete mixes. 389 

 390 

Figure 5: Concrete internal humidity (a) along the x-axis (b) at the concrete/FRP rod interface (x=50 mm) with 391 
respect to curing time. 392 

 393 

Experimental concrete internal humidity measurements are also included in Figure 5b from 500 mm long 394 

samples in concrete slabs cast with a self-consolidating concrete mix, similar to the HSC one that is used in the 395 

experimental part of this study, and air cured at ambient conditions [40]. A best fit exponential curve based on 396 

the Least Squares method applied to the experimental data presented in [40] yielded with R2=0.99 : 397 

Hrc=0.29e-0.01804t+0.71e-0.00009515t (17) 

Equation 17 with humidity values greater than 0.67 up to 684 days is adopted in the analytical bond failure 398 

model for HSC and Equation 18 applies for NSC. The latter was derived by adopting the same type of 399 

exponential curve as above and following the same method. 400 

Hrc=0.04e-0.02182t+0.96e-0.0000024t (18) 

 3.1.1.7 Time-dependent radial diffusion through CFRP tendon 401 
The predicted concentration gradients and mass uptakes due to the internal humidity of the concrete are shown 402 

in Figure 6. Since there were two different exposure temperatures, 23°C and 40°C, time shift factors were used 403 

to convert 40°C tendon moisture uptake results into equivalent exposure times at 23°C.  The applied time shift 404 

factors (TSF) used are 3.5 and 3.1 for groups C-UN and C-SL and D respectively. More details can be found in 405 

[35].  Allowing for an initial moisture concentration offset, the subsequent time-dependent concentration 406 

gradients through the C-SL, D and C-UN tendons at specific equivalent exposure times at 23 °C for HSC are 407 

depicted in Figure 6 (b) and (c) respectively. The additional time of curing for all specimens that was used as a 408 

reference state for the exposure programme (1 week for HSC-W and 2 weeks for HSC-A/W) has also been 409 
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considered in the exposure time. For ease of comparison the concentration gradient of the C-UN group in NSC-410 

W is also included in Figure 6(c). The average tendon moisture content as a function of time due to the concrete 411 

internal humidity (this is in addition to the initial moisture content) in both HSC and NSC is shown in Figure 412 

6(d).  After 221 weeks of equivalent exposure at 23°C in specimens C-SL the concentration gradient decreases 413 

towards the outer tendon surface (Figure 6b) and a small increase in the mass uptake (11%) is observed 414 

compared with 72 weeks of exposure. This is the result of the decreasing relative humidity in HSC with time. A 415 

uniform concentration profile at C≈ 0.65≈ Hd seems to be reached at longer exposure times (e.g. after 144.6 416 

weeks of equivalent exposure at 23°C for group D). At similar exposure times group C-SL and D exhibit similar 417 

concentration gradients along the radius but higher concentrations are reached at the centre of the tendon in the 418 

smallest diameter (Figure 6b).  The moisture profile of C-UN tendons in NSC-W shows that the outer section of 419 

the tendons is more prone to plasticisation (e.g. C>0.9) and bond failures within the matrix can be favoured with 420 

increasing exposure time as experimentally observed in [41] for uncoated tendons. The highest moisture uptake 421 

over time is observed in group C-UN due to its higher diffusivity for both concrete grades (HSC and NSC). The 422 

CFRP tendons exhibit a higher moisture uptake propensity when embedded in NSC irrespective of the curing 423 

regime (e.g. C-SL-NSC-W vs C-SL-NSC-A). The concrete internal humidity at the rod/concrete interface is 424 

almost the same for wet and air curing conditions after 144.6 weeks of equivalent exposure at 23°C (≈1000 425 

days), as observed in Figure 5b. Small deviations in the concrete internal humidity are observed after 500 days 426 

of curing (Figure 5b) but these are not critical for the total moisture uptake of the CFRP tendons. Indicatively, 427 

group C-UN exhibits 36% higher moisture uptake after 57 weeks of equivalent exposure in water at 23°C (wet 428 

curing) in NSC compared with HSC.  429 

The hoop stresses at the CFRP tendon/concrete interface due to concrete shrinkage, tendon swelling and 430 

differential thermal expansion were calculated for the unloaded immersion phase using the approaches detailed 431 

in the previous section. If the total hoop stress over time exceeded the concrete tensile strength capacity, 432 

concrete radial cracking takes place due to environmental conditions and a partly-cracked analysis (PC) is 433 

adopted in the loaded stage. If there is no exceedance of the concrete tensile capacity due to environmental 434 

conditions, an elastic uncracked analysis (EU) is considered and the hoop stress from an experimental pull out 435 

load is superposed. If the bearing stresses are high, concrete radial cracking can occur during pull-out testing. 436 

 437 
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 438 

Figure 6: (a) Boundary conditions, concentration gradients due to concrete internal humidity over curing time 439 

for (b) C-SL and D in HSC – effect of diameter  (c) C-UN in HSC and NSC- effect of concrete grade and (d) 440 

Mass uptake over time due to concrete internal humidity. 441 
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3.1.1.8 Unloaded conditions 442 
The analytical hoop stresses based on an elastic uncracked thick walled analysis from the time-dependent 443 

tendon swelling (adjusted to an equivalent exposure time at 23°C for the 40°C samples), concrete shrinkage and 444 

temperature effects are summarised in Table 4.  Both HSC and NSC are considered. At roughly similar 445 

exposure times, the greatest radial, σrc, and hoop, σθc, stresses are observed in group C-UN due to the higher 446 

moisture absorption rate in the tendon material. In the C-UN samples the HSC tensile strength is predicted to be 447 

exceeded after 9 weeks of equivalent exposure at 23°C. The swelling expansion of the tendons is greater than 448 

the shrinkage contraction and is the dominant mechanism leading to higher hoop and radial stresses in concrete 449 

that could precipitate a bond radial cracking failure mechanism. The application of elevated temperature (e.g. 450 

40°C) can accelerate concrete radial cracking phenomena in HSC as analytically predicted in groups C-SL and 451 

D after 25.8 and 64 weeks of equivalent exposure time at 23°C. Radial cracking is calculated at lower exposure 452 

times, if the same tendons are used in NSC (e.g. after 3.5 and 8.7 weeks of equivalent exposure in water at 23°C 453 

for groups C-UN and C-SL respectively- see Table 4). This is attributed to the higher swelling expansion of the 454 

CFRP tendons in the NSC-W mix combined with the lower shrinkage strains that result in higher hoop stresses 455 

exceeding the concrete tensile capacity (almost half of the relevant HSC tensile capacity). However, the air 456 

curing conditions (NSC-A) can delay the time to radial cracking (e.g. after 22 weeks of exposure time). This is 457 

the result of higher shrinkage strains and lower moisture availability compared with wet conditions (NSC-W) 458 

resulting in a stress-relief from the developed interfacial pressure. By comparing C-SL and D with respect to the 459 

diameter at similar equivalent exposure times at 23°C (e.g. roughly after 50 weeks) in HSC, C-SL exhibits 30% 460 

greater moisture uptake (due to the higher moisture ingress) and thus transverse expansion but group D has a 461 

29% higher diameter. Consequently, the change in radius for both groups is similar. This might not apply at 462 

longer exposure times.  The observed increase in the radial stresses, σrc,total, under unloaded conditions is an 463 

indication of an increase in the bond radial component. This parameter will be used next in the analytical bond 464 

failure model and will be discussed further.  465 
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Table 4. Swelling, autogenous concrete shrinkage and temperature effects at different exposure times - Unloaded Conditions. 466 

 467 
Note: 1application of accelerated ageing temperature of 40C and use of time shift factor of 3.5 and 3.1 for C-UN and C-SL and D groups respectively for the equivalent 468 
exposure time at 23C, 2without thermal effects, EU: elastic uncracked stage, PC: partly cracked stage of the thick walled analysis  469 

Time 

(weeks) 

HSC NSC 

εt,swell (t)   

×10-6     

εcsh (t)         

×10-6 

εΔT(t)      

×10-6 

σθc, total  

(MPa) 

σrc, total 

(MPa) 

Ratio 
 

Analysis εt,swell (t)   

×10-6     

εcsh (t)         

×10-6 

εΔT(t)      

×10-6 

σθc, total  

(MPa) 

σrc, total  

(MPa) 

Ratio Analysis 

 
C-UN-W  

 C-UN 

C-UN -W 

1 555.9 -59.4 

 

N/A 3.03 -3.02 1.0 

 

EU 569.9 -15.4 N/A 3.28 -3.27 1.0 EU 

3.5 901.4 -95.3 

 

N/A 4.51 -4.49 1.1 EU 974.2 -23.6 N/A 3.14 -3.13 1.0 PC 

9 1240.2 -119.0 N/A 4.40 -4.38 1.5 PC 

PC 

1459.8 -29.8 N/A 4.66 -4.64 1.4 PC 

9.751 1272.7 -95.3 

 

298 5.78/4.612 -5.76/-4.602 1.9/1.52 PC/PC2 1510.4 -30.3 298 5.78/4.822 -5.76/-4.802 1.8/1.52 PC/PC2 

17 1519.5 -128.4 

 

N/A 5.41 -5.39 1.8 PC 1909.4 -33.3 N/A 6.04 -6.02 1.8 PC 

291 1819.3 -119.0 

 

298 7.70/6.552 -7.67/-6.532 2.5/2.22 PC/PC2 2379.1 -35.3 298 8.40/7.452 -8.37/-7.422 2.6/2.32 PC/PC2 

571 2277.6 -128.1 

 

298 9.29/8.162 -9.26/-8.132 3.1/2.72 PC/PC2 3080.0 -36.8 298 10.41/9.482 -10.37/-9.452 3.2/2.92 PC/PC2  
C-SL-W 

Mix I  

C-SL-W 

1 259.9 -59.4 

 

N/A 1.21 -1.21 1 

 

EU 266.4 -15.4 N/A 1.45 -1.44 1.0 EU 

3.5 389.8 -95.3 

 

N/A 1.76 -1.75 1.5 

 

EU 424.1 -23.6 N/A 2.28 -2.27 0.9 EU 

8.71 506.6 -95.3 

 

400 4.79/2.432 -4.78/-2.422 4.0/2.02 

 

EU/EU2 606.0 -29.6 400 3.15/1.862 -3.14/-1.852 2.2/1.32 PC/PC2 

9 510.5 -119.0 

 

N/A 2.31 -2.31 1.9 EU 614.1 -29.8 N/A 1.89 -1.88 1.3 PC 

17 607.1 -128.4 

 

N/A 2.81 -2.80 2.3 EU 791.8 -33.3 N/A 2.43 -2.42 1.7 PC 

25.81 688.6 -119.0 

 

400 5.64/3.312 -5.62/-3.302 4.7/2.72 PC/EU2 935.9 -34.9 400 4.13/2.862 -4.11/-2.852 2.9/2.02 PC/PC2 

50.61 855.2 -128.1 

 

400 6.46/4.172 -6.43/-4.152 5.3/3.42 PC/EU2 1216.5 -36.6 400 4.94/3.692 -4.92/-3.682 3.4/2.52 PC/PC2 

72 947.9 -142.9 

 

N/A 4.57 -4.56 3.8 EU 1382.1 -37.1 N/A 4.17 -4.15 2.9 PC 

2211 1046.2 -142.9 

 

400 4.89/3.392 -4.87/-3.382 4.0/2.82 PC/PC2 1834.0 -37.5 400 6.63/5.422 -6.61/-5.402 4.6/3.72 PC/PC2 

 D-A/W C-SL-A 

2 

 

269.2 -85.6 

 

 

N/A 1.13 -1.12 1 

 

EU 342.0 -264.0 N/A 0.45 -0.44 1.0 EU 

12 

 

450.8 -137.8 

 

N/A 1.92 -1.90 1.7 

 

EU 690.1 -467.3 N/A 1.24 -1.23 2.8 EU 

22 

 

537.2 -149.3 

 

N/A 2.35 -2.34 2.1 

 

EU 881.4 -501.2 N/A 2.08 -2.07 1.7 EU 

331 

 

613.6 -137.8 

 

298 4.64/2.862 

 

-4.62/-2.842 4.1/2.52 

2 

EU/EU2 1034.6 -516.2 400 3.08/1.742 -3.07/-1.742 2.5/1.42 PC/PC2 

37 

 

638.1 -156.1 

 

N/A 2.88 -2.87 2.6 

 

EU 1081.1 -519.5 N/A 1.88 -1.88 1.5 PC 

48 697.8 -158.3 N/A 3.20 -3.18 2.8 EU 1191.8 -525.9 N/A 2.22 -2.21 1.8 PC 

641 

 

768.1 -149.3 

 

298 5.39/3.642 -5.36/-3.622 4.8/3.22 

 

PC/EU2 1319.5 -531.3 400 3.93/2.612 -3.92/-2.602 3.2/2.12 PC/PC2 

110.51 

 

899.7 -156.1 

 

298 6.00/4.282 -5.96/-4.262 

 

5.3/3.82 PC/EU2 1558.4 -538.2 400 4.63/3.322 -4.61/-3.312 3.7/2.72 PC/PC2 

144.61 952.9 -158.3 298 6.23/4.532 -6.19/-4.512 5.5/4.02 

 

 

PC/EU2 1655.3 -540.4 400 4.91/3.612 -4.89/-3.602 4.0/2.92 

 

PC/PC2 
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3.1.1.9 Loaded conditions 470 
The analytical bond durability model was compared against experimental bond durability data for CFRP 471 

tendons presented in [35] for HSC. In Table 5 the strain and stress values due to Poisson’s ratio and bond effects 472 

due to a unit applied tensile load of 1 kN are shown. These reference hoop and radial stresses can be multiplied 473 

by the experimental pull out load to derive the actual stress values. For example, for a C-SL specimen where c 474 

= 0.29 MPa/kN and the load conditions are considered in isolation, an experimental pull out load of 475 

approximately 17 kN would cause cracking at the tendon concrete interface for a concrete tensile strength of 5 476 

MPa.  However, depending on the diameter of the CFRP rod this would be indicative of a 25.1-32.2 MPa bond 477 

strength and higher than experimentally observed values for CFRP sand coated tendons [35] (e.g. 21.0 and 9.9 478 

MPa for group C-SL and D respectively). 479 

Table 5. Loaded strains 480 

Specimen 
εpoisson ×10-6 /kN pbond   

(MPa/kN) 

σθc, total 

(MPa/kN) 
σrc, total 

(MPa/kN) 

C-UN 125 0 -0.84 0.84 

C-SL 120 -1.09 0.29 -0.29 

D 76 -0.85 0.34 -0.34 

 481 

3.1.2 Discussion 482 
In Table 6 the measured maximum bond pull-out failure loads for selected specimens with long exposure times 483 

or a propensity for radial cracking are presented based on [35]. The expected hoop and radial stresses due to the 484 

applied load are also shown in Table 6, as are the total stresses at the pull-out failure load obtained by 485 

superposing the load components and the stresses from Table 5. In Table 6, a temperature effect is not included 486 

for the 40°C specimens since they were cooled down to the ambient laboratory environment of 23°C before 487 

pull-out testing.  488 

The bond failure modes were studied in detail either by splitting open the pull out test specimens or by cutting 489 

samples from the bond failure interface and casting them in fluorescein epoxy under vacuum for inspection 490 

using a Leica DMLM optical microscope.  In the latter method, any radial cracking in the concrete layer at the 491 

bonded region could be observed. Four failure modes namely concrete radial cracking (a), failure at the sand 492 

coating/tendon interface (b), failure in the tendon (c) and a concrete pull-out failure (d) were observed. These 493 

failure modes can be schematically seen in in Figure 7. The most common bond failure mechanism for the C-SL 494 

and D sand coated tendons was the shearing off of the sand coating layer (failure mode (b)).  495 

 496 
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 497 

Figure 7: Possible bond failure mechanims of exposed CFRP sand coated tendons embedded in concrete (a) 498 

radial cracking failure, (b) failure at the sand coating/FRP interface, (c) failure in the FRP core tendon and (d) 499 

concrete pull-out failure. 500 

 501 

Radial cracking before and after loading is predicted for the uncoated specimens C-UN-HSC-W-40-8, C-UN--502 

HSC-W-23-16 and C-UN--HSC-W-40-16 and radial cracking indicative of failure mode (a) was verified in the 503 

specimens in these groups selected for microscopic investigation. The only exceptions lie in specimens C-UN-504 

HSC-W-23-8 suggesting that swelling effects or the diffusivity of the group is overestimated. If the main bond 505 

strength mechanism in the uncoated tendons is the friction between the concrete and CFRP tendon, then the 506 

bond strength should be linearly correlated with the radial stress σrc. The C-UN-HSC-W -23-16 group 507 

specimens show 28% higher total radial stresses than the C-UN-HSC-W -23-8 specimens using partly cracked 508 

elastic thick walled analysis. A respective 18% average increase was recorded in the experimental pull out loads 509 

between the two exposure time periods [35]. However, a proportionally linear correlation does not apply, if the 510 

C-UN specimens are compared with the control values. Despite the increasing moisture uptake and consequent 511 

plasticising effects of the outer epoxy layer with time, bond failure modes within the epoxy matrix were not 512 

experimentally observed in the C-UN group. However, it should be noted that the moisture concentration of the 513 

outer layers drops down to ~0.67, as depicted in Figure 6c. 514 

The experimental radial cracking failure modes of the sand coated tendons group C-SL and D also correlated 515 

reasonably well with the analytical findings. For group C-SL and D specimens, radial cracking would not be 516 

expected based on the analytical hoop stresses generated due to the experimental pull out load alone (except for 517 

specimen D-HSC-A/W-40-46 (1); pull out load > 17 kN) and nor would it be expected solely due to exposure 518 

and shrinkage. Yet, the addition of a temperature rise can cause radial cracking. However, a microscopic 519 

examination of an untested group D pull-out test specimen after 46 weeks of exposure at 40°C [35] gave no 520 

indication of cracking at the concrete-CFRP tendon interface. So in the C-SL and D specimens exposed at 23°C 521 

where a microscopic failure inspection confirmed cracking (C-SL-HSC-W-23-16(2), C-SL-HSC-W-23-71(2), 522 
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D-HSC-A/W-23-10(2)) it appears that it is the contribution of the developed tensile hoop stresses due to the 523 

time-dependent phenomena and the applied load that leads to radial cracking. In a few specimens (e.g D-HSC-524 

A/W-40-10), disagreement of the analytical bond failure model is observed but the analytical hoop stresses, σθc, 525 

were close to the concrete tensile strength within experimental standard deviation. 526 

These observations should be considered as indicative trends rather than conclusive results since there is 527 

inherent variability, simplifications and further competing factors that could influence the results. The standard 528 

deviation in the compressive cube strengths, the possible development of a weaker concrete layer at the sand 529 

coating layer interface from air entrapment and the difficulty in inspecting radial cracking by splitting open the 530 

specimens should be noted. Another issue in the current work is that the assumed diffusion parameters, mass 531 

uptake and dimensional changes were derived from experiments using direct immersion of CFRP tendons in 532 

water. But this environment is not representative of the actual humid concrete environment that will be time-533 

dependent. Studies have shown the maximum moisture content in composite materials depends on the RH level 534 

of the exposure environment. For example, an increase in RH by 2.7 times at 30°C has been found to yield a 535 

tenfold increase in the diffusion coefficient of CFRP laminates with an epoxy Narmco 5208 matrix [42].  It has 536 

also been reported that although Msat increases with RH it doesn’t depend on the temperature [43, 44]. Swelling 537 

expansion in CFRPs seems to be related with the environmental RH. Cairns and Adams [45] reported much 538 

lower dimensional changes than Scott and Lees [20] for CFRP composite systems exposed at RH=98% and 539 

T=65.5°C and the relationship between the swelling expansion strain (x10-3) and moisture uptake (%) was 540 

linearly related with a coefficient α1=3.65×10-3. Compressive stresses have been found to reduce the rate of 541 

moisture uptake in FRPs so the restrained expansion of a tendon in concrete could affect the mass uptake and 542 

hence the expected swelling [46]. Therefore, longer exposure times might be needed to detect concrete radial 543 

cracking due to swelling effects alone [41]. However, it should be noted that radial cracking does not always 544 

directly correspond with bond degradation since a main bond failure mode in CFRP rods can develop at the 545 

sand coating layer interface. A linear elastic fracture mechanics approach with in plane shear crack propagation 546 

(mode II) in the resin rich sand coating layer and a crack opening mode I at the concrete FRP interface could be 547 

more representative for modelling the crack initiation to full crack development of the resin layer.  548 

The accuracy of the thick walled analysis seems to depend on the cover/bar diameter ratio. Chernin and Val [47] 549 

contended that thick-walled analytical solutions overestimate the required internal pressure to reach concrete 550 

cover cracking and the observed deviation from the FE results increased with increasing cover to diameter 551 

ratios. This was attributed to the lack of precision in modelling the non-linear concrete behaviour and the  552 
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Table 6. Analytical bond failure model -Total radial and hoop stresses developed for selected specimens. 553 

 554 
Notes:  555 
1) a-b-c-d (e), where a denotes the material group (C-SL, C-UN and D), b denotes the concrete mix, 556 
HSC-W or HSC-A/W, c denotes the exposure temperature (23 or 40°C) or a control specimen (c), d denotes the 557 
exposure time and (e) the number of the tested specimen.  558 
2) * denotes bond failure inspection with microscope  559 
3) EU denotes uncracked elastic thick walled analysis and PC denotes partly cracked elastic stage  560 
4)           experimental bond failure (a) denotes a concrete radial cracking, (b) failure in the sand particles, (c) 561 
failure at the interface between the sand coating layer and the core tendon, (d) failure in the body of the CFRP 562 
tendon and (e) concrete pull out failure.  563 
 564 

 565 

Specimen 

expos. 

time 

(weeks) 

equiv. 

time 

at 

23°C 

(week

s) 

exper. 

pull 

out 

load 

(kN) 

failure 

mode 

loaded conditions total 

fctu 

(MPa) 
σθc 

(MPa) 

σrc 

(MPa) σθc   (MPa) σrc (MPa) 

C-UN-HSC-W-c-0 (1) control 1 1.94 (b) -1.64 1.63 1.39EU -1.39EU 3.71 

C-UN-HSC-W-23-8 (1) 8 9 2.60 (b) * -2.19 2.18 3.99EU/2.20PC -3.98EU/-2.20PC 4.76 

C-UN-HSC-W-23-8 (2) 8 9 2.39 (b) -2.02 2.01 4.17EU/2.38PC -4.16EU/-2.37PC 4.76 

C-UN-HSC-W-40-8 (1) 8 29 3.21 (b)+(a) * -2.71 2.70 6.45EU/3.85PC -6.43EU/-3.83PC 4.75 

C-UN-HSC-W-40-8 (2) 8 29 2.61 (b) -2.20 2.19 6.95EU/4.35PC -6.93EU/-4.34PC 4.75 

C-UN-HSC-W-23-16 (1) 16 17 3.39 (b)+(a) * -2.86 2.85 4.72EU/2.55PC -4.70EU/-2.54PC 4.76 

C-UN-HSC-W-23-16 (2) 16 17 2.48 (b) -2.09 2.08 5.49EU/3.32PC -5.47EU/-3.30PC 4.76 

C-UN-HSC-W-40-16 (1) 16 57 3.09 (b) -2.61 2.60 8.73EU/5.56PC -8.70EU/-5.54PC 4.95 

C-UN-HSC-W-40-16 (2) 16 57 3.56 (b)+(a) * -3.00 2.99 8.33EU/5.16PC -8.31EU/-5.14PC 4.95 

C-SL-HSC-W-c-0 (1) control 1 14.12 (b)+(c) 4.13 -4.11 5.34EU -5.32EU 3.71 

C-SL-HSC-W-23-16 (1) 16 17 9.64 (b) 2.82 -2.81 5.63EU -5.61EU 4.76 

C-SL-HSC-W-23-16 (2) 16 17 10.96 (b)+(a) * 3.20 -3.19 6.01EU -5.99EU 4.76 

C-SL-HSC-W-40-16 (1) 16 50.6 11.74 (b) 3.43 -3.42 7.60EU -7.57EU 4.95 

C-SL-HSC-W-40-16 (2) 16 50.6 10.52 (b) 3.08 -3.07 7.24EU -7.22EU 4.95 

C-SL-HSC-W-23-71 (1) 71 72 10.29 (b)+(a) 3.01 -3.00 7.58EU -7.56EU 4.88 

C-SL-HSC-W-23-71 (2) 71 72 11.48 (b)+(a) * 3.36 -3.35 7.93EU -7.90EU 4.88 

C-SL-HSC-W-40-71 (1) 71 221 15.21 (b)+(a) * 4.45 -4.43 9.53EU/7.84PC -9.50EU/-7.81PC 4.88 

C-SL-HSC-W-40-71 (2) 71 221 11.00 (b) 3.22 -3.21 8.30EU/6.60PC -8.27EU/-6.58PC 4.88 

D-HSC-A/W-c-0 (1) control 2 5.00 (b) 1.72 -1.71 2.85EU -2.84EU 4.40 

D-HSC-A/W-23-10 (2) 10 12 12.60 (b)+(a) * 4.34 -4.32 6.26EU -6.22EU 5.00 

D-HSC-A/W-23-10 (3) 10 12 4.90 (b) * 1.69 -1.68 3.60EU -3.58EU 5.00 

D-HSC-A/W-40-10 (2) 10 33 6.11 (b) * 2.11 -2.09 4.96EU -4.93EU 4.98 

D-HSC-A/W-40-10 (4) 10 33 5.09 (b)+(d) * 1.75 -1.74 4.61EU -4.58EU 4.98 

D-HSC-A/W-40-20 (1) 20 64 4.30 (b) 1.48 -1.47 5.12EU -5.09EU 4.89 

D-HSC-A/W-40-20 (2) 20 64 5.99 (b)+(a) * 2.06 -2.05 5.70EU -5.67EU 4.89 

D-HSC-A/W-40-35 (3) 35 110.

5 
7.43 (b)+(d) 2.56 -2.55 6.84EU -6.80EU 5.05 

D-HSC-A/W-40-35 (4) 35 110.

5 
13.20 (b)+(a) * 4.55 -4.52 8.83EU -8.78EU 5.05 

D-HSC-A/W-23-46 (2) 46 48 5.20 (b) * 1.79 -1.78 5.00EU -4.97EU 4.91 

D-HSC-A/W-23-46 (4) 46 48 15.24 (b) 5.25 -5.22 8.45EU -8.41EU 4.91 

D-HSC-A/W-40-46 (1) 46 144.

6 
17.78 (b)+(a) * 6.13 -6.09 10.66EU -10.60EU 5.06 

D-HSC-A/W-40-46 (2) 46 144.

6 
9.82 (b)+(a) 3.38 -3.36 7.92EU -7.87EU 5.06 
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developed shear stresses due to friction between concrete and steel.  However, simulating concrete as a thick-566 

walled cylinder has been proved to be accurate by Bossio et al. [48] when finite Element (FE) results of a 567 

cylindrical simplified model and real RC members were compared. 568 

 569 

3.2 Ultimate bond strength model for FRP in NSC or HSC 570 
The predicted combined effects of concrete shrinkage, CFRP tendon swelling and matrix softening and pull out 571 

load appear to be generally consistent with the observed failure modes. Yet the bond strength seems not to be 572 

proportionally linearly related to the bond radial component and even greater deviations would be expected if 573 

matrix plasticisation and concrete cracking were not taken into account.  To understand the effect of matrix 574 

degradation, shrinkage, combined swelling and shrinkage effects and sand coating layer variations (in [35]) on 575 

long-term bond strength, each influence is initially taken to be independent, of equal importance and additive. 576 

Their combined contribution to the experimental bond strength values of both CFRP and GFRP rods as found in 577 

the literature is assessed with a regression analysis.  578 

3.2.1 Input parameters 579 
The additional studies considered here are summarised in Table 7. Data regarding the level of sand coverage 580 

was only available in [35] where an image processing technique was used to infer a sand coating layer factor.  581 

For the shrinkage and swelling effects, bond factors were calculated from the ratio of the radial stresses (thick 582 

walled analysis) after the specific exposure/curing time to the reference time (see Table 4). The bond strength 583 

factors for the plasticisation effects were derived with respect to the reference dry value, τo, from Equation 16 584 

based on the moisture concentration gradient in the FRP rods. The sand coating layer factor is a parameter 585 

representing the number of sand particles in the external sand coating layer of the CFRP tendons (for group C-586 

SL and D in [35]). 587 

 588 

 589 

 590 

 591 

 592 

 593 
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 594 

Table 7: Experimental studies of FRP rods in NSC  595 
 Concrete   FRP   

 

Curing/Exposure 

conditions 
 fc (MPa) Ec 

(GPa) 

Specimen 

dimension 

(mm) 

Type Rod 

diameter, 

D (mm) 

Robert & 

Benmokrane 

[49] 

55-621 362 200  CFRP/sand 

coated 

19 Initial curing at saturated 

humidity for 40 days 

followed by immersion in 

tap water at 23C for 180 

days. Exposure in tap water 

for 60, 120 and 180 days at 

23C 

Davalos et al. 

[21] 

57-631 362 150 CFRP/sand 

blasted & 

GFRP/sand 

coated 

9 Initial immersion in a 

curing tank at 23C for 27 

days and exposure in tap 

water for 90 days at 23C 

and 60C 

Sivanendran 

[41] 

36.9 33 100 CFRP 

uncoated 

4.2 Control specimens (1-C-D) 

were air cured. Exposed 

specimens were immersed 

in still water at 23C for up 

to 125 days and after 7 

days of air curing. The 

exposed specimen were 

either unstressed (1-S-W) 

or low prestressed around 

30%ftu (2-S-W-L)   

Emparanza et 

al. [50] 

37.21 312 200 GFRP/sand 

coated and 

helically 

wrapped (Type 

A), GFRP 

/helically 

wrapped (Type 

B) and 

GFRP/ribbed 

(Type C) 

10  Initial curing at ambient 

conditions for 28 days 

followed by immersion in 

seawater at 23C for up to 

120 days 

Note: 1: values after 28 days, 2: after EC2 [34] 596 

 597 

Table 8 shows the experimental and analytically predicted bond strength values for the studies reported in the 598 

current work and elsewhere [49, 21, 50, 41]. The bond strength values vary with exposure time and are derived 599 

by multiplying the reference bond strength control values at the initiation of the exposure programme 600 

(highlighted in bold font in Table 8) by the relevant bond strength factors. The specific concrete strength and 601 

curing regime (wet or air curing), the actual concrete dimensions of the bond test specimens, the reported rod diameter 602 

and longitudinal Young’s modulus of elasticity in each study were considered in the model. The experimental details 603 

of each study are tabulated in Table 7.  If not reported, the concrete Young’s modulus and tensile strength were 604 
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derived from Eurocode 2 [34] for the relevant concrete grades. The diffusion coefficients for NSC and HSC were 605 

derived from Table 2.  The diffusion coefficient of each rod and the transverse Young’s modulus were fixed as  606 

D22=1.46×10-10  cm2/sec and ET=6.16 GPa (as for group C-SL in [35]), irrespective of the fiber type (carbon versus 607 

glass). Saturated bond strength values of 0.83το are assumed for all tendons with the exception of the C-UN group in 608 

[35], where τsat=0.71το. These assumptions were based on the experimental torsional shear modulus degradation data 609 

in [35] for CFRP tendons exposed in water. They are adopted here because they are indicative of matrix plasticisation 610 

phenomena. The C-UN group of tendons exhibited higher moisture uptake and shear modulus degradation primarily 611 

due to the presence of voids. The curing time was additionally considered in the exposure regime.   612 

3.2.2 Discussion 613 
 614 

The greatest decrease in bond due to matrix plasticisation is predicted for the C-UN group (19%) with respect to 615 

its reference value and attributed to the higher diffusivity in this group (higher void content within the core 616 

tendon). The bond strength factors due to shrinkage effects potentially reach a plateau at low exposure/curing 617 

times when the ultimate concrete shrinkage strain values have been attained. In a few studies (e.g. in [50]) these 618 

factors are very low. This is attributed to the curing regime where exposure in water took place after an initial 619 

curing period at ambient conditions resulting in a decrease in the shrinkage strain values. The increase in 620 

moisture uptake in the FRP rods with exposure time results in an increasing trend of the bond strength factors 621 

when the combined effects of swelling and shrinkage are considered. The moisture uptake at saturation has not 622 

yet been reached for the exposure times experimentally studied.  It can be observed in Table 8 that the combined 623 

effect of swelling expansion and concrete shrinkage significantly overestimate the predicted bond strength in all 624 

studies irrespective of the concrete grade (NSC or HSC). The competing bond interactions of the considered 625 

physical phenomena are analysed in more detail with a regression analysis considering all the listed parameters, 626 

τpl, τswell+sh,τsh and τsand. In Table 9 the parameters that correlate better with the experimental data and satisfy the 627 

5% significance F and p level based on the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) process are summarised for all the 628 

studies considered. The plasticisation phenomenon seems to fit best the experimental data for both NSC and 629 

HSC within the experimental standard deviation as depicted in Figure 8. This parameter results in the highest R2 630 

values within the 0.05 significance level for the majority of the studies. Direct comparisons between NSC and 631 

HSC are difficult since all plasticisation factors are normalised with respect to control values. Indicatively, the 632 

D-HSC-A/W group exhibited a 0.98 total reduction factor after 22 weeks of full immersion in water in HSC and 633 

a 0.98 factor was calculated for Emparanza et al. [50] for a similar exposure time. Differences due to 634 
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plasticisation phenomena can be distinguished at longer exposure times as shown in the concentration gradients 635 

of the C-UN tendons in HSC and NSC (Figure 6c respectively) due to the progressive decrease in the concrete 636 

humidity in HSC. Yet, the current analytical data suggests that the matrix softening of the FRP rods due to the 637 

exposure in a concrete humid environment can result in a decrease of up to 5% (excluding the C-UN group in 638 

[35]).   Swelling and shrinkage effects seem to overestimate the long-term bond strength values but are 639 

statistically significant in uncoated tendons where a bond increase has been reported and attributed to the bond 640 

frictional component. The regression analysis coefficients of the τswell+sh parameter in the C-UN group are low 641 

compared with τpl suggesting that the swelling effects are overestimated. The sand coating layer variation is 642 

judged to be the leading factor in groups C-SL and D and secondarily shrinkage and matrix degradation effects, 643 

as highlighted in [35].  Plasticisation phenomena combined with shrinkage effects were found to influence the 644 

results in [41]&[49]. In general, the regression analysis yields a good correlation with only one or two bond 645 

strength parameters. 646 

The analytical findings presented here rely on data from bond experiments of FRP concrete specimens after 647 

exposure in water under unstressed conditions. In structural applications CFRP tendons will be under sustained 648 

loading that can lead to accelerated bond degradation. An increase in moisture absorption has been reported in 649 

[51] with an increase in the tensile stress level and angle of load application with respect to the fibre direction. 650 

This can be attributed to either a higher free volume at the molecular level or matrix cracking. FRP matrix 651 

degradation has been observed in [52] due to the combined effects of moisture absorption and sustained loading. 652 

Failure of a CFRP prestressed concrete pole under four-point loading and exposed to outdoor conditions for 653 

roughly 17 years was reported in [53] and attributed to bond creep. Bond radial cracking and concrete pull out 654 

bond failure modes are expected to be negligible in prestressed concrete in the flexural development length. The 655 

sustained loading in concrete is expected to affect the concrete moisture diffusion, internal humidity, shrinkage 656 

effects and concrete creep and thereby change the shear stresses at the FRP/concrete interface. Moreover, 657 

different bond mechanisms act within the transfer length of CFRP prestressed concrete beams and so the degree 658 

to which bond durability can affect both the prestressing force and the transfer length should be considered.  659 
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 660 

Figure 8: Analytical bond strength degradation predictions for (a) NSC and (b) HSC.661 
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Table 8: Analytically predicted bond strength values due to plasticisation, swelling and shrinkage effects and level of sand coverage. 662 

Experimental Analytical predicted  

 

Specimen 

Exposu

re time 

(weeks) 

Bond strength 
Factors Bond strength  

Plasticis

ation  

swelling 

& 

shrinka

ge  

 

 

Shrinka

ge 

sand 

coating 

layer  

τpl  

(MPa) 

τswell+sh  

(MPa) 

τsh  

(MPa) 

τsand  

(MPa) 

τregression 

(MPa) Ratio 

 

τmean 

(MPa) 

STDV 

(MPa) 
Ratio 

 

Toumpanaki et al. 

[35] – CFRP-  

C-SL-HSC-W 

1 22.09 6.63 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 22.09 22.09 22.09 22.09 22.09 1.0 

 3.5 20.44 0.25 0.93 0.99 1.45 1.59 0.83 21.83 32.07 35.03 22.09 21.21 0.96 

 8.7 21.05 0.11 0.95 0.98 2.01 1.57 0.86 21.65 44.33 34.68 22.87 21.03 0.95 

H
S

C
 

9 19.76 0.83 0.89 0.98 1.91 1.96 0.85 21.65 42.18 43.27 22.62 21.03 0.95 

17 19.53 1.76 0.88 0.98 2.32 2.10 0.85 21.55 51.15 46.30 22.60 20.93 0.95 

25.8 19.17 1.1 0.87 0.97 2.74 1.93 0.82 21.48 60.43 42.61 21.93 20.87 0.94 

50.6 21.1 1.63 0.96 0.97 3.44 2.05 0.86 21.35 75.99 45.17 22.97 20.75 0.94 

72 20.64 1.59 0.93 0.96 3.78 2.26 0.82 21.30 83.40 49.99 21.90 20.70 0.94 

221 24.84 5.64 1.12 0.96 2.80 2.24 0.84 21.35 61.79 49.53 22.49 20.74 0.94 

Toumpanaki et al. 

[35] – CFRP-  

D-HSC-A/W 

2 6.75 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 1 

12 11.77 5.37 1.74 0.99 1.69 1.60 0.81 6.70 11.43 10.80 6.83 5.99 0.9 

22 6.05 0.63 0.90 0.98 2.08 1.72 0.76 6.64 14.04 11.59 6.41 7.35 1.1 

33 8.07 0.95 1.20 0.98 2.53 1.57 0.79 6.59 17.05 10.60 6.67 8.93 1.3 

37 8.36 0.65 1.24 0.97 2.55 1.77 0.79 6.57 17.22 11.97 6.67 9.01 1.3 

48 12.33 6.81 1.83 0.97 2.83 1.78 0.85 6.53 19.12 12.04 7.17 10.01 1.5 

64 7.94 1.09 1.18 0.96 3.22 1.67 0.83 6.49 21.72 11.24 7.00 11.37 1.7 

110.5 13.29 4.14 1.97 0.95 3.79 1.71 0.81 6.42 25.56 11.52 6.83 13.38 2.0 

144.6 16.99 8.25 2.52 0.95 4.01 1.71 0.80 6.40 27.05 11.57 6.75 14.16 2.1 
 1 3.73 0.44 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.0 N/A 3.73 3.73 3.73 N/A 3.73 1.0 
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 3.5 4.59 0.64 1.23 0.86 1.1 1.5 N/A 3.21 3.93 5.49 N/A 4.37 1.2 

Toumpanaki et al. 

[35] –CFRP -  

C-UN-HSC-W 

9 4.73 0.28 1.27 0.84 1.5 1.8 N/A 3.14 5.41 6.76 N/A 4.82 1.3 

9.75 4.79 0.36 1.28 0.84 1.5 1.4 N/A 3.13 5.68 5.40 N/A 4.91 1.3 

17 5.57 1.22 1.49 0.83 1.8 1.9 N/A 3.10 6.65 7.20 N/A 5.21 1.4 

29 5.52 0.81 1.48 0.82 2.2 1.8 N/A 3.07 8.07 6.59 N/A 5.67 1.5 

57 6.31 0.63 1.69 0.81 2.7 
1.9 

N/A 3.02 10.05 6.59 N/A 6.31 1.7 

N
S

C
 

Robert & 

Benmokrane [49] 

31.4 15 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.0 
1.0 

N/A 15 15 
15 

N/A 15.0 1.0 

40.0 15 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.12 1.01 N/A 15 16.80 15.21 N/A 14.53 0.97 

48.6 14.4 0.96 0.96 0.99 1.23 
1.02 

N/A 14.9 18.44 
15.35 

N/A 14.50 0.97 

57.1 14.1 1.11 0.94 0.99 1.33 
1.03 

N/A 14.9 19.92 
15.42 

N/A 14.47 0.96 

Davalos et al. [21] 

- CFRP 

4 22.3 2.7 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 N/A 22.3 22.3 22.3 N/A 22.3 1.00 

17 20.7 2.1 0.93 0.98 
1.79 1.34 

N/A 21.9 39.76 
29.76 

N/A 20.31 0.91 

134 20.0 2.5 0.90 0.95 
2.84 1.43 

N/A 21.1 63.15 
31.83 

N/A 19.55 0.88 

Davalos et al. [21] 

- GFRP 

4 23.4 0.6 1.0 1.00 1.00 1.0 N/A 23.4 23.4 23.4 N/A 23.4 1.00 

17 18.8 2.3 0.8 0.98 
1.79 1.34 

N/A 23.0 41.83 
31.31 

N/A 21.36 0.91 

Emparanza et al. 

[50]- GFRP- 

Type A 

4 18.6 N/A 1.0 1.00 1 
1 

N/A 18.60 18.6 
18.6 

N/A 18.6 1.0 

12.6 15.0 N/A 0.80 0.99 4.47 0.09 N/A 18.39 83.09 1.64 N/A 16.76 0.90 

21.1 15.9 N/A 0.85 0.98 5.02 0.09 N/A 18.26 93.45 1.75 N/A 16.65 0.89 

Emparanza et al. 

[50]- GFRP- 

Type B 

4 18.9 N/A 1.00 1.00 1.0 
1 

N/A 18.9 18.9 
18.9 

N/A 18.9 1.00 

12.6 14.9 N/A 0.79 0.99 4.47 
0.09 

N/A 18.69 84.43 
1.66 

N/A 17.03 0.90 

21.1 20.0 N/A 1.06 0.98 5.02 0.09 N/A 18.56 94.95 1.78 N/A 16.91 0.89 

Emparanza et al. 

[50]- GFRP- 

Type C  

4 24.2 N/A 1.00 1.00 1.0 
1 

N/A 24.20 24.2 
24.2 

N/A 24.20 1.00 

12.6 18.7 N/A 0.77 0.99 4.47 
0.09 

N/A 23.93 108.10 
2.13 

N/A 21.81 0.90 

21.1 22.5 N/A 0.93 0.98 5.02 0.09 N/A 23.76 121.58 2.27 N/A 21.66 0.89 

Sivanendran [41] – 

control- CFRP- 

unstressed 

3 2.6 0.47 1.00 1.00 1 
1 

N/A 2.6 2.6 
2.6 

N/A 2.6 1.0 

6.7 2.9 0.48 1.14 0.99 1.6 
1.2 

N/A 2.5 4.2 
3.0 

N/A 2.8 1.08 

13.9 2.1 0.48 0.83 0.98 3.0 1.3 N/A 2.5 7.6 3.3 N/A 2.7 1.07 
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 663 
 664 
Table 9: Analytical bond strength durability model –Regression analysis 665 

 Regression analysis coefficients P-value Significance 

F 

R2 

Experimental studies τpl 

 

τswell +sh τsh τsand 

 

τpl 

 

τswell +sh τsh 

 

τsand 

 

Toumpanaki 

et al. [35] 

C-SL-HSC-W* 0.97 N/A N/A N/A 1.4E-07 N/A N/A N/A 1.1E-06 0.99 

C-SL-HSC-W N/A N/A N/A 0.93 N/A N/A N/A 9.9E-08 8.3E-07 0.99 

D-HSC-A/W* N/A 0.52 N/A N/A N/A 1.1E-05 N/A N/A 4.3E-05 0.97 

D-HSC-A/W N/A N/A 0.93 N/A N/A N/A 6.6E-05 N/A 2.0E-04 0.91 

D-HSC-A/W N/A N/A N/A 1.54 N/A N/A N/A 3.0E-04 7.0E-04 0.90 

C-UN-HSC-W* 0.94 0.35 N/A N/A 7.0E-03 1.0E-02 N/A N/A 8.0E-04 1.00 

C-UN-HSC-W N/A N/A 0.82 N/A N/A N/A 1.8E-06 N/A 1.4E-05 0.99 

Robert & Benmokrane [49]* 0.97 N/A N/A N/A 3.0E-04 N/A N/A N/A 1.0E-02 1.00 

Robert & Benmokrane [49] 4.07 N/A -3.02 N/A 3.0E-02 N/A 4.0E-02 N/A 3.7E-09 1.00 

Davalos et al. [21]* 0.93 N/A N/A N/A 2.0E-04 N/A N/A N/A 2.0E-03 0.99 

Sivanendran [41] 1.09 N/A N/A N/A 1.3E-06 N/A N/A N/A 4.0E-06 0.95 

Sivanendran [41]* 0.89 N/A 0.42 N/A 5.0E-03 N/A 5.0E-02 N/A 2.0E-03 0.98 

Emparanza et al. [50]* 0.91 N/A N/A N/A 6.0E-08 N/A N/A N/A 3.7E-07 0.99 

Note: * regression analysis coefficients considered in Table 8.666 

Sivanendran 

(2017)- CFRP-wet 

unstressed 

conditions 

3 1.7 0.14 1.00 1.00 1.0 
1 

N/A 1.7 1.7 
1.7 

N/A 1.7 1.0 

6.7 2.6 0.20 1.51 0.99 1.3 1.2 N/A 1.7 2.21 2.01 N/A 2.4 1.05 

13.9 2.4 0.57 1.39 0.98 1.7 
1.3 

N/A 1.7 2.84 
2.23 

N/A 2.4 1.08 

Sivanendran [41] - 

CFRP - low 

prestressed 

conditions 

6.7 1.11 0.20 1.00 1.00 1 
1 

N/A 1.11 1.11 
1.11 

N/A 1.11 1.00 

6.7 0.7 0.28 0.66 1.00 3.7 0.1 N/A 1.11 4.12 0.07 N/A 1.02 0.7 

13.9 1.2 0.19 1.05 0.99 4.8 
0.1 

N/A 1.10 5.34 
0.08 

N/A 1.01 0.69 

13.9 1.2 0.29 1.06 0.98 3.1 
0.1 

N/A 1.09 3.45 
0.08 

N/A 1.00 0.69 
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4 Conclusions 667 
The phenomena that lead to bond failures of CFRP tendons in concrete exposed to water are complex as there 668 

are many competing mechanisms.  The tendon swelling expansion due to the internal concrete relative humidity, 669 

temperature effects, concrete autogeneous shrinkage, Poisson’s ratio effects and bond bearing stresses need to 670 

be considered. A model is proposed for the prediction of the long-term bond failure mechanisms and bond 671 

strength of sand coated or uncoated FRP reinforcement in concrete. The model considers an elastic uncracked 672 

and partly cracked thick walled analysis. Matrix plasticisation phenomena are incorporated by adapting a 673 

torsional shear modulus degradation approach.   674 

The model predictions of the bond failure modes correlated fairly well with experimental results on CFRP 675 

tendons in high strength concrete as presented in [35] where cases of radial cracking were confirmed using 676 

visual microscopic analyses. Time-dependent phenomena such as the concrete autogeneous shrinkage and any 677 

transverse swelling of a CFRP tendon expansion due to embedment in a moist concrete environment seems to 678 

influence whether concrete radial cracks are associated with pull-out failures. The model was also used to 679 

predict the long-term bond strength by taking into account matrix swelling effects, time dependent concrete 680 

shrinkage, plasticisation and sand coating layer variations in CFRP tendons. The first two parameters are 681 

assumed to affect the bond frictional component, as derived from the thick walled analysis, and the last two 682 

parameters are related to mechanical interlocking bond effects. Matrix plasticisation seems to show the strongest 683 

correlation with experimental bond durability data as found in the literature for both normal and high strength 684 

concrete.  The combination of plasticisation and swelling and shrinkage effects appear to be more significant for 685 

the bond strength values of uncoated tendons and this was believed to be due to the influence of these effects on 686 

the bond frictional component. Deviations from the analytical predictions are attributed to a possible 687 

overestimation of the moisture uptake and swelling expansion in the CFRP tendons, differences in concrete 688 

strength, and sand coating layer variability. The introduction of environmental bond factors in the design of FRP 689 

reinforced and prestressed concrete structures is needed to account for matrix plasticisation in the FRP rods and 690 

long-term effects between the two materials. 691 
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